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Abstract

Objectives: To investigate the links between resilience and depressive symptoms, social functioning, and physical functioning in people aging

with disability and to investigate the effects of resilience on change in functional outcomes over time.

Design: Longitudinal postal survey.

Setting: Surveys were mailed to a community sample of individuals with 1 of 4 diagnoses: multiple sclerosis, muscular dystrophy,

postpoliomyelitis syndrome, or spinal cord injury. The survey response rate was 91% at baseline and 86% at follow-up.

Participants: A convenience sample of community-dwelling individuals (NZ1594; age range, 20e94y) with multiple sclerosis, muscular

dystrophy, postpoliomyelitis syndrome, or spinal cord injury.

Interventions: Not applicable.

Main Outcome Measures: Patient Health Questionnaire-9 (to assess depressive symptoms) and Patient Reported Outcomes Measurement

Information System (to assess social role satisfaction and physical functioning).

Results: At baseline, resilience was negatively correlated with depressive symptoms (rZ�.55) and positively correlated with social and physical

functioning (rZ.49 and rZ.17, respectively). Controlling for baseline outcomes, greater baseline resilience predicted a decrease in depressive

symptoms (partial rZ�.12) and an increase in social functioning (partial rZ.12) 3 years later.

Conclusions: The findings are consistent with a view of resilience as a protective factor that supports optimal functioning in people aging with

disability.
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The mean age of persons with long-term physical disabilities is
increasing because of improved medical care, older age at onset,
and the general “graying” of the U.S. population.1,2 This means
that an increasing number of individuals will transition to older
adulthood with conditions such as muscular dystrophy (MD),
multiple sclerosis (MS), postpoliomyelitis syndrome (PPS), and
spinal cord injury (SCI). Aging models often paint a bleak picture
of aging with disability, equating physical impairment with a
decline in both physical and psychological health. Indeed, in-
dividuals aging with physical disability have higher risk of
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symptoms such as chronic pain, fatigue, and depression than does
the general population.3-6 However, functional decline is not
inevitable, and individuals often report high quality of life despite
physical disabilities.7-9 There is a need for more research to
identify the factors that may help individuals to experience
healthy aging in the context of disability, so that targeted in-
terventions can be developed to cultivate such factors.

One protective factor is “resilience,” often defined as an ability
to flourish in the face of negative life events.10 Resilience is a
multifaceted construct composed of dispositional factors (eg,
optimism11), learned skills (eg, mindfulness12), and environmental
supports (eg, social connectedness13). Resilient individuals
maintain stable psychological well-being after experiencing trau-
matic events, such as natural disasters14 and disabling injuries.15,16

Several longitudinal studies have suggested that resilience is
common for many individuals in the first 2 years after the onset of
habilitation Medicine
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a traumatic injury. For example, in one study, 54% of individuals
showed sustained mood and high perceived quality of life after an
SCI.17,18 Moreover, cross-sectional studies suggest that many
people with chronic conditions report quality of life comparable to
the general population even years after the onset of the condi-
tion.19-21 These findings indicate that many individuals can adapt
effectively to the emotional and functional impact of acquiring a
chronic condition.

There is also evidence that resilience may buffer against the
development of negative mood in individuals with physical im-
pairments. Supporting this idea, resilience shows an inverse
relationship to depressive symptoms in cross-sectional studies of
people with physical disabilities.22-24 For example, participants
with MD, MS, PPS, and SCI who met criteria for major
depression reported lower resilience than those who were not
depressed.23 In addition, resilience has been reported to mediate
the relationship between disability-related stressors and depres-
sion in people with SCI.22 However, because most of the pub-
lished findings come from cross-sectional data, it is not possible
to determine whether resilience protects individuals from
developing depressed mood, depression undermines resilience, or
both. Longitudinal research is needed to clarify the effects of
resilience on mood over time.

In contrast to the growing scientific literature linking resilience
and mood, there is little empirical research on the relationships
between resilience and social and physical functioning. Socially, if
resilience allows people to adapt more effectively to negative life
events, one might anticipate that resilient individuals will have an
improved ability to manage social roles and participate in the
community. Engagement with meaningful social activity is
considered an important component of healthy aging, and resil-
ience and positive coping are thought to coexist with such healthy
social engagement.25 However, the reverse is also possible; that is,
heightened social engagement could foster increased resilience.
The nature of any relation between resilience and social func-
tioning has not yet been assessed empirically. Similarly, there is a
lack of empirical data on the relationship between resilience and
physical functioning in individuals with long-term disabilities. In
parallel to the hypothetical relationship of resilience with social
participation, an element of adaptive coping in resilient in-
dividuals may include better compensation for the functional
losses associated with disability.

The present study was designed to explore 2 aspects. First, we
were interested in advancing the positive psychology literature in
persons with disabilities by analyzing the association of resilience
with psychological, social, and physical functioning in a large
sample of adults with MD, MS, PPS, and SCI. On the basis of
previous research, we hypothesized that individuals reporting
greater resilience would report lower levels of depressive symp-
toms, higher levels of social role satisfaction, and higher levels of
physical functioning. Second, we were interested in examining the
List of abbreviations:
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direction of the relationship between resilience and functional
outcomes by using longitudinal data. We hypothesized that greater
resilience at baseline would be associated with a decrease in
depressive symptoms and increase in social functioning and
physical functioning over the course of 3 years.
Methods

Participants

The data for this study was obtained from a U.S. national longi-
tudinal survey study of individuals aging with physical disabil-
ities, including individuals with SCI, MS, MD, and PPS.26-29

Study inclusion criteria included (1) being able to read and
write English; (2) endorsing a diagnosis of MS, SCI, MD or PPS;
and (3) being at least 18 years old. Participants learned about the
study through a registry of previous research participants (68%) or
via advertisements or word of mouth (32%). Of the 2202 in-
dividuals who expressed interest in the study, 2041 (93%) met the
eligibility criteria.

Procedures

Eligible participants were mailed a consent form and the survey
between July 2009 and March 2010 (t1 survey). Reminder letters
were sent to any participant who did not return a survey within 3
to 6 weeks after the initial surveys were mailed. Each completed
survey was checked for missing data, and participants were called
by phone to provide additional data if they were willing. All
participants signed an informed consent form, and the study
procedures were approved by the University of Washington In-
ternal Review Board. Participants were reimbursed $25 for
completing the survey.

The t1 survey and signed informed consent forms were
completed and returned by 1862 participants (91% response rate
to the initial survey). These participants were then sent 3 more
surveys over the next 3 years, spaced approximately 1 year apart
(t2et4). However, surveys at points t2 and t3 did not contain
measures of interest to the present study, so data from these sur-
veys are not included here. The final survey was administered to
the entire sample between August 2012 and March 2013 (ie, w3y
after the t1 survey). A total of 1594 participants (86% of those
who completed the t1 survey) completed all relevant measures
administered in the t4 survey. Among those who completed the t1
but not t4 survey, 68 asked to be withdrawn, 137 did not reply to
the new mails, 44 were deceased, and 17 could not be located at
their previous addresses.

Measures

Data from only a subset of the measures administered in the t1 and
t4 surveys were needed to address the research questions of the
present study. These included questions assessing demographic
and descriptive variables, resilience, depressive symptoms, satis-
faction with social participation, and physical functioning.

Demographic and diagnosis-specific descriptive variables
Participants provided information on their age, sex, ethnicity,
disability diagnosis, education, income, and diagnosis-specific
information (eg, level of SCI, type of MS, and type of MD) for
descriptive purposes.
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Resilience
Resilience was measured at t1 using the short-form (10-item)
version of the Connor-Davidson Resilience Scale (CD-RISC-
10).30 This questionnaire assesses the extent to which the
respondent is able to adapt and deal with change and stress on a
4-point scale, ranging from “Not true at all” (0) to “True nearly all
the time” (4). Research supports the reliability and validity of the
CD-RISC-10 in a variety of samples,30-32 including individuals
with physical disabilities.33 The internal consistency coefficient
(Cronbach a) in our sample was .92 for t1 survey, indicating
excellent reliability.

Depressive symptoms
We used the Patient Health Questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9)34 to assess
depressive symptoms at both time points. This measure asks
respondents to indicate the frequency of experiencing each of the
9 Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth
Edition, symptoms of depression on a 4-point scale, ranging from
“Not at all” (0) to “Nearly every day” (3). The PHQ-9 is
commonly used in clinical and research settings and has abundant
support for its validity as a measure of depressive symptoms in
samples of individuals with physical disabilities.35-37 The internal
consistency (Cronbach a) in the present sample was .85 for t1 and
t4 surveys, indicating good reliability.

Satisfaction with social participation
Participants completed items selected from the Patient Reported
Outcomes Measurement Information System (PROMIS) social
role satisfaction item bank.38 The PROMIS item banks have been
developed such that any subset of items can be used to estimate
the latent trait of the domain reflected by those items.39 As with
any of the PROMIS scales, total scores are converted to T scores
using standardized conversion tables based on a U.S. normative
comparison sample, with a mean of 50 and an SD of 10. This
allows for direct comparison of separate administrations even if
the number and specific items administered differ. In the present
survey, participants at t1 completed the 7-item PROMIS social
role satisfaction short form, which asks how satisfied they were
with various aspects of their social activity rated on a 5-point scale
ranging from “Not at all” (1) to “Very much” (5). At t4, we
administered the 4-item PROMIS Profile 29 short form, which
includes 3 of the t1 items and an additional item asking the
respondent to indicate their level of satisfaction with ability to do
regular personal and household responsibilities. These measures
have been shown to be valid and reliable in a wide variety of
samples, including persons with physical impairments.40 In the
present sample, the internal consistency coefficients at t1 and t4
were .94 and .93, respectively, indicating excellent reliability.

Physical functioning
Physical functioning was assessed using items selected from the
PROMIS physical functioning item bank.41,42 The PROMIS
physical functioning items are designed to estimate the
respondent’s perceived ability to perform a variety of physical ac-
tivities on a 5-point scale, ranging from “Unable to do” (1) to
“Without difficulty” (5). For the t1 survey, we selected 12 items that
we thought would reflect a wide variety of key activities, including
dressing, preparing food, cleaning, exercising, and walking. For the
t4 survey, we used the 8-item PROMIS physical functioning short
form designed specifically for mixed mobility aid users and
assessed similar functional domains.43 The physical functioning
item bank has demonstrated validity in samples of people with
physical impairments.27,44 In the present sample, the internal
consistency coefficients for the physical functioning scale at t1 and
t4 were .93 and .93, respectively, indicating excellent reliability.

Analytic strategy

Consistent with common practice, we controlled for demographic
variables that could plausibly serve as a third variable, specifically
age, sex, and disability diagnosis (MD, SCI, PPS, or MS), in all
analyses. We also controlled for education and household income
because both were correlated significantly with resilience (rZ.12
and rZ.14, respectively; P<.001 for both). We also tested the
interactions between resilience and diagnostic group and between
resilience and age to determine whether these variables served as
moderators. Resilience was uncorrelated with disability duration
(rZ.02; PZ.39), so we did not examine disability dura-
tion further.

We first used linear regression to assess the association
between resilience and each outcome measure (depressive symp-
toms, social role satisfaction, physical functioning) at t1 (with
covariates included). Then, to assess change in outcomes as a
function of resilience, we regressed each t4 outcome onto its t1
value, the demographic variables, and resilience, in order to assess
the longitudinal relationship between resilience and change in
outcomes over time. Significant resilience effects indicate an as-
sociation between resilience and change in outcomes between t1
and t4.45 All predictor variables were mean centered and stan-
dardized to aid interpretation of regression coefficients.

Results

Participant characteristics

Table 1 summarizes demographic characteristics and baseline
status on key measures at t1 for the entire sample and separated by
diagnostic group. The final sample consisted of 1594 participants
(SCI, nZ414; MD, nZ282; MS, nZ509; PPS, nZ389). The
participant’s age at t1 ranged from 20 to 94 years (mean age,
56.00�12.90y). The final sample consisted of 64% women and
92% white. Participants had experienced their disability condition
for an average of 15.30�10.46 years (range, 0e79y). The par-
ticipants were highly educated on average, with 86% reporting
some education beyond high school. Mean resilience for the
sample was 28.07�7.18 (median, 28; range, 0e40).

Diagnostic group and age did not moderate any of the asso-
ciations, so we collapsed across these variables in the analyses.

Cross-sectional effects

Table 2 lists the standardized regression weights, t values,
P values, and residual variance explained (Dr2) for resilience in
predicting each t1 outcome. We also include predicted levels of
each outcome for individuals low in resilience (below the median)
and high in resilience (above the median). Higher levels of resil-
ience predicted much lower levels of depressive symptoms, much
higher levels of social role satisfaction, and slightly higher levels
of physical functioning cross-sectionally, even after controlling for
age, sex, disability diagnosis, education, and income.

Longitudinal effects of resilience

Table 3 lists the standardized regression weights, t values, P values,
and residual variance explained (Dr2) for resilience in predicting
www.archives-pmr.org
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Table 1 Selected demographic characteristics and baseline functioning for the sample stratified by diagnostic group

Measure Entire Sample MD MS PPS SCI

Sample size 1594 282 509 389 414

Sex

Male 577 (36) 113 (40) 92 (18) 93 (24) 279 (67)

Female 1016 (64) 169 (60) 416 (82) 296 (76) 135 (33)

Age (y) 56.0�12.9 52.7�12.6 54.3�10.5 66.8�8.1 50.2�13.6

Ethnicity*

African American 52 (3) 1 (0) 1 (0) 5 (1) 34 (8)

Asian 13 (1) 2 (1) 0 (0) 4 (1) 7 (2)

White 1454 (92) 269 (96) 476 (94) 361 (93) 348 (84)

Hispanic/Chicano 20 (1) 1 (0) 6 (1) 7 (2) 6 (1)

Native American 9 (1) 1 (0) 1 (0) 2 (1) 5 (1)

Pacific Islander 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

Other 37 (2) 5 (2) 11 (2) 8 (2) 13 (3)

Education*

Some high school 23 (1) 5 (2) 5 (1) 5 (1) 8 (2)

High school graduate 189 (12) 43 (15) 48 (9) 35 (9) 63 (15)

Some college: vocational, technical 376 (30) 71 (25) 165 (33) 100 (26) 140 (33)

College graduate 499 (31) 86 (31) 173 (34) 113 (29) 127 (31)

Advanced degree 405 (25) 77 (27) 117 (23) 136 (35) 75 (18)

Household income*

<$25,000 340 (22) 41 (15) 90 (19) 82 (22) 127 (32)

$25,000e$40,000 259 (17) 33 (12) 69 (14) 87 (23) 70 (18)

$41,000e$55,000 208 (14) 35 (13) 71 (15) 51 (14) 51 (13)

$56,000e$70,000 184 (12) 33 (12) 54 (11) 51 (14) 46 (12)

$71,000e$85,000 142 (9) 28 (11) 47 (10) 29 (8) 38 (10)

$86,000e$100,000 149 (10) 33 (12) 62 (13) 31 (8) 23 (6)

>$100,000 240 (16) 63 (24) 93 (19) 42 (11) 42 (11)

Disability duration 15.3�10.5 14.5�11.1 15.1�9.8 15.6�9.9 15.9�11.3

Baseline resilience 28.07�7.2 27.2�7.7 27.7�7.1 29.0�6.8 29.1�7.0

Baseline PHQ-9 6.2�5.0 6.4�5.2 7.0�5.3 5.8�4.4 5.5�4.9

Baseline social function 45.4�8.3 46.3�9.2 45.5�8.8 44.0�7.0 45.8�8.0

Baseline physical functioning 37.2�10.2 38.5�10.2 41.1�10.7 35.2�7.4 33.3�9.8

NOTE. Values are mean � SD or as n (%).

* Numbers may not add to total due to missing data.
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each t4 outcome after controlling for t1 levels. The table also in-
cludes predicted values of each t4 outcome for individuals low and
high in resilience. After inclusion of covariates, a higher level of
resilience was associated with a slight decrease in depression and a
slight increase in social participation over time from t1 to t4, but
was not associated with change in physical functioning.

Discussion

The findings indicate that in individuals with physical disability,
resilience is associated with improved functional outcomes. Cross-
sectionally, resilience shows a strong negative association with
depression, a strong positive association with social role partici-
pation, and a weak positive association with physical functioning.
Table 2 Association between resilience and functional outcomes at b

Measure (t1 Survey) Resilience b t P

Depressive symptoms �.55 27.08 <.

Social participation .49 24.07 <.

Physical functioning .16 7.43 <.

www.archives-pmr.org
Higher initial levels of resilience were also associated with a slight
decrease in depressive symptoms and a slight increase in social
participation over 3 years. Although the magnitude of change over
time was small, it bears clinical significance. For example, people
who met criteria for clinical depression at t1 (with a PHQ-9 score
of �10) were less likely to remain clinically depressed at t4 if they
were more resilient (Dc2Z10.63; PZ.001 or PZ.955), whereas
those who were not depressed at t1 were less likely to become
depressed by t4 if they were more resilient (Dc2Z35.29; P<.001
or PZ.901).

Our findings replicate and extend previous research in 2 ways.
First, consistent with previous work,22-24 resilience showed a
strong negative association with depressive symptoms. In previous
cross-sectional studies, however, it was unclear whether resilience
aseline

Dr2 Low Resilience High Resilience

001 .30 8.55 4.18

001 .24 41.83 48.25

001 .03 35.41 37.77
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Table 3 Longitudinal effects of resilience on outcomes 3y later

Measure (t4 Survey) Resilience b t P Dr2 Low Resilience High Resilience

Depression �.1100 �4.63 <.001 .01 7.14 3.55

Social participation .1230 4.96 <.001 .02 42.34 48.30

Physical functioning �.0087 �0.61 .55 0 37.21 38.64
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protects against depression or is simply an indicator of the absence
of depression. Our longitudinal findings extend this literature,
suggesting that resilience may protect mood over time. Resilience
could protect against the development of depression, enable
people experiencing depression to recover more fully, or both.

Second, our findings extend the resilience literature by
showing association between resilience and social participation.
Although resilient responding has been linked to high quality of
life after disability,15-18 there has been limited inquiry into the
specific positive consequences of resilience. Social participation
could be an important variable through which resilience helps to
stabilize quality of life. Baseline resilience predicted increased
social participation 3 years later, supporting our hypothesis that
resilience resources may help people aging with disability to
remain engaged in important social roles and activities. Future
research should examine how resilience benefits social partic-
ipationdfor example, if positive emotions play a role.46

Interestingly, resilience did not predict change in physical
functioning over the course of 3 years, although resilience and
physical functioning were positively correlated at baseline. This
suggests that people who maintain their functional independence
tend to be more resilient, perhaps because of an unmeasured third
variable or because of higher levels of physical functioning
contributing to more resilience. It is possible that physical func-
tioning may be less responsive to the effects of psychosocial
factors, such as resilience, instead of being a relatively stable
consequence of a disability progression. However, if resilience
buffers the impact of symptoms on quality of life,23 then resilience
could potentially moderate the relations between poor physical
functioning and overall quality of life. Supporting this, we found
that resilience moderated the association between depressive
symptoms and low physical functioning at t1 (ie, there was a slight
but significant interaction between resilience and baseline physical
functioning in predicting baseline depressive symptoms; tZ2.40;
PZ.017; r2Z.004). This pattern warrants further examination.

Taken together, our findings suggest that resilience is an
important correlate of healthy aging with disability, associated
with health in the psychological, sociological, and physiological
domains.25 A number of promising interventions to target resil-
ience, such as well-being therapy,47 gratitude building,48 and
relation skills training,49 may be adapted to increase resilience and
therefore promote healthy aging in persons with physical im-
pairments. The present findings suggest that research examining
this possibility is warranted. In addition, certain therapies, such as
acceptance and commitment therapy,50 focus on enhancing the
meaningful elements of one’s life despite the presence of suffering
and may also be useful in promoting resilience across the psy-
chological, sociological, and physiological domains.

Study limitations

This study had some important limitations. First, our sample
consisted of participants who were primarily non-Hispanic whites
and well-educated, so the observed patterns may not generalize to
other segments of the population. Second, although we used a
longitudinal design and measured outcomes at both time points,
we did not measure resilience again at t4. Therefore, we could not
evaluate the presence of any bidirectional, reciprocal relations
between resilience and outcomes. Third, the response rate was not
100%, so participants who did not respond could differ system-
atically from those who did.

Conclusions

Although this study and others suggest that resilience is important
for people with disabilities, there is much we do not know about
the construct. For example, we do not know what constitutes a
meaningful or ideally high level of resilience. Future studies
should also identify the subdimensions of resilience that are most
significant in the lives of people with disabilities, including bio-
logical tendencies, dispositional factors, learned skills, and envi-
ronmental supports. Knowledge of these factors could inform
clinical care. Finally, it would be interesting to examine whether
the components of resilience differ depending on disability dura-
tion and timing.
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